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A Simplified CFD/CSD Loose Coupling Approach
For Rotor Blade Deformation*

Yasutada TANABE*1 and  Shigeru SAITO*1

Abstract
An integrated fluid-structure (CFD/CSD) coupled simulation code based on a loose coupling approach has been developed to 

investigate aeroelastic effects of helicopter rotor blades.  Aerodynamic forces are obtained from an Euler solver in moving overlapped 

grids.  The structural deformations are computed using the CFD-obtained aerodynamic forces by assuming periodicity of the 

aerodynamic forces and blade deformations for each rotor rotation.  Several simplifications for the trim adjustment procedure is made 

so that the CSD code is compact enough to be directly integrated into the integrated JAXA_ov3d code.  HART II experimental data is 

used for the validation of the code.  Test validation computation shows fast and stable convergences in trim adjustments, total thrust 

and moments and the elastic motions.
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概　　　　要
ヘリコプタのロータブレードの弾性変形の影響を考慮するため，単純化された弱連成手法による流体力学と構造力学

(CFD/CSD)の統合解析シミュレーションコードが開発された．空気力は移動重合格子法によるオイラー方程式の解から

得られ，構造弾性変形はブレードの回転と同期性があるという仮定の下，CFD手法から得た空気力を用いて計算される．

ロータのトリム調整に関してはいくつかの単純化仮定が行われた結果，CSD計算コードをコンパクトにまとめることがで

き，JAXA_ov3dのCFDコード内にCSDコードを直接統合化することができた．HART II実験のデータと比較して，この

コードの計算精度を検証した．テスト計算例では，トリム調整，推力とロータモーメントなどの早い収束が得られ，周期

的な弾性運動と共に，非定常空力変動が効率よく計算できた．

NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

CSD Computational Structure Dynamics

HART II 2nd Higher harmonic control Aeroacoustic Rotor Test

BVI Blade-Vortex Interaction

HHC Higher Harmonic Control

CFL Courant-Friedrich-Lewy

SHUS Simple High-resolution Upwing Scheme

MUSCL Monotone Upstream-Centered Scheme for Conservation Laws

TVD Total Variation Diminishing

FCMT Fourth-order Compact MUSCL TVD

* Presented, in part, at 33rd European Rotorcraft Forum, Kazan, Russia, September 11-13, 2007.

*1 Operation and Safety Technology Team, Aviation Program Group （航空プログラムグループ，運航・安全技術チーム）
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Symbols

A Blade sectional area

CnM2 Sectional normal air loads

CT Rotor thrust coefficient

EIy Bending rigidity arround y axis (flapwise)

EIz Bending rigidity arround z axis (flatwise)

Fay Aerodynamic force in y direction (drag)

Faz Aerodynamic force in z direction (lift)

GJ Torsional rigidity arround x axis

Max Aerodynamic moment arround x axis

Mj j-th generalized mass

T Tension force

e Distance between sectional center of mass and elastic axis

e0 Distance between elastic axis and blade cordinate axis XH

g Gravitational acceleration

k Polar inertia radius

kA Defined as  kA
2= ( Iy + Iz ) / A

m Mass

qj j-th natural mode amplitude

r Blade radial position

t Real physical time

u Radial elastic displacement

v Lead-lag elastic displacement

w Flapwise elastic displacement

v-j j-th natural mode shape in flatwise direction

w-j j-th natural mode shape in flapwise direction

Ω Angular velocity

Ψ Azimuth angle

σ Rotor solidity

φ  Torsional angle displacement

φ
-

j j-th natural mode shape in torsional direction

ωj j-th natural mode frequency

θ Blade pitch angle

θ0 Blade collective pitch angle

θC Blade lateral cyclic pitch angle

θS Blade longitudinal cyclic pitch angle

Superscripts

﴾˙﴿ first time derivative

﴾¨﴿ second time derivative

﴾﴿’ spatial derivative in x direction
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INTRODUCTION

Since helicopters are playing more important roles in human activities, for example, life saving and disaster relief, rescue directly on 

the highway, et al.  The helicopter noise becomes a major concern when operating in the urban areas.  There are more requirements for 

quieter helicopters.  However, even current low noise helicopter designs have largely reduced the fly-over noise, the so called slap noise 

occurs when helicopter in descending flight still remains an annoying problem.  

When helicopter is in descent flight, the generated blade tip vortices remain in the vicinity of the rotor plane which leads to strong 

interactions between the rotor blades and the tip vortices known as blade-vortex interaction (BVI).  BVI also occurs during maneuvers 

at moderate advance ratios.  BVI events cause impulsive changes in the airloads and thus impulsive shock wave like noise.  These 

time-varying airloads affect rotor performance and also increase the structural fatigue as well.  The strength of BVI is dependent upon 

several factors:  miss distance, relative geometry of the blade and vortex, and the vortex core structure.  The strength of a BVI decrease 

fast as the blade-vortex miss distance increase.  Parallel BVI events are essentially two-dimensional in nature, and have strong transient 

characteristics.  There are several researches on the parallel BVI by solving the two-dimensional Euler equations and have good 

comparison with experiments[1-4].  There is a parametric study on the parallel BVI by varying the miss distance and also the blade 

incidence by present authors [5].

A concentrated vortex core causes higher impulsive loading levels, and these higher levels are diminished for a diffused vortex core.  

Maintaining the size and strength of a vortex core is then important for capturing BVI with CFD methods.  Euler and Navier-Stokes 

flow solvers capture the vortex core explicitly, but the vortex core is usually artificially diffused through under-resolution of the vortex 

core structure in the computational grid.  The velocity profile along a radius from the vortex center, the vortex strength, and the size 

of the vortex core are correspondingly incorrect.  The accuracy of the calculated transient blade surface pressure during BVI is then 

limited by the accuracy of the vortex structure.  In a two-dimensional BVI computational study carried in a JAXA/ONERA cooperative 

research[6], it is found even with JAXA’s 4th order spatial accurate scheme, 15 points was required in the vortex radius to preserve the 

vortex strength nearly constant during long distance convection.  Considering the experimental observed tip vortex core size of nearly 

5% blade chord length, it seems quite impossible to realize such high resolution in a three-dimensional computation even for currently 

most advanced supercomputers to obtain a converged solution within reasonable time span.

Active controls of the blade have been proposed to reduce the BVI levels.  Some intend to diffuse the tip vortex core through jet 

blowing or canard wing tips which usually accompany some performance penalties.  The most currently pursued active control 

techniques are higher harmonic control (HHC) inputs applied at the blade root or by moving some small control surfaces on the blade 

(Active Flap, Active Tab, et al.) [7].  However, such higher harmonic controls could cause larger vibratory loads to the blade and their 

influences should be evaluated correctly during the design.

To balance all of the aerodynamic and inertial forces and moments, rotor blades undergo quite complicated motions.  Because the blade 

generally has high aspect ratio, it is quite flexible in the flapping, torsional and lead-lag directions usually.  During one rotor revolution, 

the blades can experience rapid changes in the applied loads and undergo substantial elastic deformations in response.  There will be 

fatigue along with aeroelastic instability concerns.  A comprehensive analytical tool is needed that can accurately model both the flow 

field around a rotor and the aeroelastic response of the rotor blades in the same process.

There are two ways to combine the fluid and structure dynamics analysis.  They are called as loose (or weak) and tight (or strong) 

coupling.  In the loose coupling approach, information is passed between CFD and CSD on a per blade period basis.  In the tight 

coupling approach, the CFD and CSD codes are coupled at every time step and integrated simultaneously.

Altmikus [8] made comparisons with loose and tight coupling approaches using the CFD codes FLOWer and WAVES and the 

comprehensive code HOST.  For high speed flight conditions, tight coupling achieved very similar results to loose coupling, but at 2.5 

times the cost.  Trim was also achieved quickly with the loose coupling approach.
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Potsdam [9] used the OVERFLOW-D overset grid solver along with the comprehensive code CAMRAD-II to study various flight 

cases from the UH-60A Airloads Program flight test database.  Potsdam also compared coupled CFD/CSD solutions with those just 

from comprehensive free wake analysis.  Lim [10] used loose coupling between OVERFLOW-2 and CAMRAD-II for BVI airloads 

predictions for the UH-60A, the HART-I, and HART-II rotors.  Hill [11] used OVERFLOW-2 coupled with RCAS to study the HART-

II rotor.  The results are quite similar to those of OVERFLOW-2/CAMRAD-II by Sim and Lim [12].  The BVI occurrence are captured 

quite well but the average of airloads CnM2 are significantly lower than experiments.

In JAXA, a low noise rotor blade with active flap is under development [13].  There are needs for the correct aeroelastic analysis for 

the blade with active controls and good prediction of the noise reduction effects.  Both tight and loose CFD/CSD coupling methods are 

under studies in JAXA [14, 15].  Simple coupling approaches without using the comprehensive CSD code but integrating the CSD core 

code into existing CFD code are desired.  In this paper, the loose coupling approach and its result are described.

1.  NUMERICAL METHOD

CFD Code – JAXA_ov3d

The newly developed CFD code is referred as JAXA_ov3d.  Governing equations for JAXA_ov3d are full unsteady Navier-Stokes 

equations.  But for this test validation computation, considering the computational efficiency, only the Euler solver module is used.  A 

moving overlapped grid approach [16] is used in JAXA_ov3d.  The grid system used in this study is shown in figure 1.  There are three 

layers of grids, the outer background grid, the inner background grid, and the inner moving blade grids.  Total grid point number for 

this test study is about 10 millions.

Whole Overlapping Grids Grids on Blade Surface

Rotor Grids Grids at Blade tip

Figure 1. Overlapped grids used for this study
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The outer background grid is the widest grid which is used mainly to keep the freestream condition.  The upstream inflow surface is 

fixed to the freestream values.  For other 5 surfaces, simple zero gradient extrapolation is used.  The grid points of the outer background 

grid can be much coarser than the inner background grid.

The inner background is intended to capture the rotor wake especially the tip vortices.  For this test study, a grid size of 0.15c is 

selected.  However, it is considered insufficient to capture the BVI phenomena.  There were some calculations with a grid size about 

0.05c to capture BVI but found still insufficient to preserve the tip vortex core size[12].  Generally, because the elastic vibrations have 

much lower natural frequencies compared with the BVI-caused airloads oscillations, it is considered that the elastic deformations are 

not so sensitive to the BVI high freqency excitations.  In the future study, a finer inner background grid will be used for better resolution 

of the tip vortices wake.

In this test calculation, four SOH-type blade grids consist of 51x95x25 points each which undergoes moving and deformation according 

to its azimuth angle and elastic deformations.  An equi-spaced inner background grid with 341x281x101 points and outer background 

grid with 51x51x51 points are used.

The inner moving blade grids are constructed at each time step from a common basic blade grid. For this elastic rotor blade case, a 

series of axis transformations are carried out to obtain the current grid system.  The elastic deformations of the blade is reflected at first, 

then the feathering pitch, flapping and lead-lag, the rotor blade rotation to the corresponding azimuth angle, finally the rotor shaft tilting 

if any. The coordinate changes at each grid point per each time step are also calculated to obtain the time metrics.  The blade motions, 

including the rotation, rigid motion and the elastic vibrations are reflected into the computation through the time metrics only.

Different numerical schemes are used for background grids and for the inner moving blade grids.  The numerical characteristics of the 

computational code used at JAXA for this study are the following ones:

          Moving Overlapped Grids Approach (see [16]),

 Exchange information between grids at pre-designated time step,

 Divided time steps for each grid to meet each maximum CFL.

          Cartesian Background Grids (inner and outer),

 Euler solver,

 4th-order spatial accuracy, SHUS scheme (see [17]),

 4-stage Runge-Kutta explicit time integration,

 CFL ≤  0.9  for this study.

          Moving blade grids,

 NS solver (use Euler only at this study),

 2nd-order spatial accuracy, Harten & Yee’s TVD scheme (see [18]),

 Implicit time integration, 1-stage, 2nd-order conservative form,

 CFL ≤  20  for this study.

In the overlapped grids approach, a global time step is designated so that the rotor blade azimuth moves at a given angle increment  (0.1 

deg is used in this study).  The allowable time step for each grid is computed according to the prescribed CFL numbers.  If the global 

time step is smaller than or equal to the allowable time step, then the global time step is used.  If the global time step is greater than the 

allowable time step, then the divided time step which is smaller than the allowable time step is used.  The sub-time integration steps is 

set as 

N_sub-step=INT(dT_global/dT_allowable)+1. So that dT_usd=dT_global/N_sub-step.
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The flowfield information of the blade grid is interpolated onto the inner background and then onto the outer background grid at each 

global time step.  At each sub-time integration step inside the blade grids, the background flowfield is frozen and the outer boundaries 

of the blade grids are interpolated from the background grid.  The interpolation method used is based on the tri-linear interpolation 

formulation.

For this case, only one sub-time step was required for the outer and inner background grids.  For the blade grids, nearly 3 steps are 

required.  Be noticed the sub-time step number changes depending on the flowfield itself to satisfy the CFL limit.

CSD Code

The basic equations for elastic deformation of a rotor blade can be written as

Flap-wise:

(1)

Lead-lag-wise:

(2)

Torsion-wise:

(3)

Holzer-Myklestad method is used to compute the natural modes.  For HART II blade, the natural modes frequencies obtained are shown 

in Table 1.  The mode shapes are shown in Figure 2.
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Torsion-wise: 

Natural Mode Frequency (/rev)
Mode Number Umarc Boyd et al HART II Present Method

1(Lag) 0.787 0.786 0.782 0.754
2(Flap) 1.11 1.111 1.125 1.138
3(Torsion)

2.8 2.8
2.835

2.66
3(Flap)
3(Flap/Torsion)
4(Torsion) 4.06 4.43 3.845 3.82
5(Torsion) 4.607 4.604

4.592

4.366
5(Lead-lag)
6(Lead-lag)

5.058 5.03 5.168

4.697
6(Flap)
7(Flap) 7.794 7.806 6.665
8(Flap) 11.171 11.199 9.237
9(Lead-lag) 11.056
10(Torsion) 11.603

Table 1. Natural mode frequencies for HART II
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flap wise vibra tion mode shape lead lag wise vibra tion mode shape

torsion wise vibration mode shape

Figure 2  Natural modes for HART II blade Figure 2  Natural modes for HART II blade

The natural frequencies given by Umarc and Boyd et al are quoted from reference 20 and the HART II data was computed by the 

HART II team[21] using the design blade structural properties.  It can be seen that present results tend to have lower values compared 

with others especially the first torsion mode (about 2.8/rev vs 2.66/rev).  The control rod stiffness is not taken into consideration in 

present calculations that should be the cause of such discrepancies.  The lack of reliable structural property data may cause significant 

uncertainty in the resulted CFD/CSD coupled analysis and the blade used in the HART II testing are still under detailed structural 

examinations within the HART II team.

The mode shapes given here are up to 10th mode.  Good comparison with other published mode shapes [22] is obtained for the flapwise 

and lead-lag-wise shapes.  Because a spring boundary condition for the torsion mode is used in Reference [22] and a rigid one is used 

in present analysis, the torsional mode shapes look quite different.  Cares must be taken when using such kind of mode shapes.

Mode decomposition method is used, so that the flap w, lead-lag v, and torsion angle  φ  are

(4)

Rayleigh-Ritz approach is used to obtain the generalized equations

(5)

Where

(6)

(7)

Mode decomposition method is used, so that the flap 
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When there is preconing angle of  β0  at the rotor hub and/or offset  eEA of the elastic axis with the quarter chord line (the blade axis), 

following substitutions in equation (7) will be required:

To obtain a periodic solution for equation (5) per rotor revolution as required in the loose CFD/CSD coupling approach, the 2nd time 

derivative of qj is written as

(8)

The 2nd azimuth-wise derivative is then approximated with a central difference expression,

(9)

So by solving a cyclic tri-diagonal matrix system

(10)

the generalized amplitudes for each natural modes can be obtained without time-marching solutions. Up to 10 modes are used in 

present study to obtain the approximate deformations from equation (4).

Loose Coupling Approach

In the loose coupling CFD/CSD approach, periodicity of the structural deformations is assumed and the solution procedure as shown 

in equation (10) can be used.  The CFD based aerodynamic forces and moments are saved into a CFD to CSD data file per designated 

azimuth angles.  In this study, every 10 degrees forces data are saved and after a longer than 360/NBLD rotation, an updated CFD-

based forces distribution over whole revolution can be obtained.  To eliminate the initial aerodynamic disturbance just after the new 

trim and blade deformations are applied, half revolution CFD computation is carried out before each loose CFD/CSD iteration.

The loose CFD/CSD approach in present study is essentially same to the so-called delta methodology as proposed by AFDD [10] 

shown in figure 3.  But it is dramatically simplified by following assumptions so that the CSD code is compact enough to be directly 

integrated into the JAXA_ov3d CFD code.

(1) In the CSD trim adjustment computation, only the direct control changes are taken into account for the aerodynamic forces.

(2) Uniform inflow is assumed and based on the target trim thrust only, so it is constant during the whole computation.

Through above assumption combined with periodic deformation solution with equation (10), a simple and efficient integrated loose 

CFD/CSD approach is constructed.  Because the above simplifications only affect the trim control adjustment values, after the trim 

adjustment computation converges, the forces and moments used in the CSD routines will be solely from the CFD results.  So it is 

considered that the above simplifications will not influence the final obtained CFD/CSD coupled results.
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Trim adjustment is made by solve following equations: 
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Trim adjustment is made by solve following equations:

(11)

Where

(12)

The derivatives in equation (11) are estimated at each iteration numerically.

End

TRIM & CSD SOLUTION Routines
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Figure 3  Loose coupling algorithm

2.  COMPUTATIONAL CONDITIONS

HART II Baseline Case

HART II baseline case [19] is used for the test validation computation.  The trim thrust is 3300N, which gives CT = 0.004574 and CT / 

σ = 0.059375.  The trim rolling moment is 20Nm and the pitching moment is -20Nm.  The corrected rotor shaft angle of 4.5 degrees is 

used.

Computational Grids and Boundary Conditions

The used computational grids are shown in figure 1.  The blade grids are in SOH type.  There is a singular line where the i-direction 

grids collapse into one grid at the blade tip end.  The tip rectangular shape is kept in the grid system.  The j-direction grids are in O-type 

and periodic boundary conditions are used in this direction.  Although the computational cost may be a little higher when the periodic 

conditions are used, there are no algebraic averages at the j=1 (Jmax) cut surface which might introduce extra artificial diffusions.  The 
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k-direction is the off-body-wise and k=1 surface coincident with the blade surface.

The values at boundaries of the inner background grid are interpolated from the outer background grid.  For the outer background grid, 

the values at the inflow surface are fixed to the free stream values.  For other 5 boundaries, simple zero-th order extrapolations are used 

which allow mass outflow or inflow at these boundaries.  For easy application of boundary conditions, the 4th order spatial accurate 

SHUS scheme is reduced to 2nd order MUSCL scheme at the adjacent boundaries.

Computation Settings

The CFD/CSD loose coupling iteration interval was set to 180 degrees.  The CSD time increment is corresponding to 10 degrees 

azimuth angles.

For CFD time advancing, global time step was chosen to equivalent to 0.1 degrees azimuth angle.  The CFL numbers used for 

background grids was 0.9 and 20 for blade grids.

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Trim Adjust History

The control adjustment history for trim at each iteration is shown in figure 4.  Collective pitch angle th0 converges to the value that 

agrees with the experiment quite well.  The lateral control th1c is about 1.2 degree greater than the experiment.  The longitudinal cyclic 

control angle th1s is about 0.5 degree higher than the experiment.

Figure 4  Trim Control Ajustment History

The CT change history is shown in figure 5.  It can be seen that after 3 revolution (6 iterations), the CT is almost converges into nearly 

same trajectory around the target CT (experimental) value.

Figure 4  Trim Control Ajustment History 
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Figure 5  C  History Figure 5  CT History

Elastic Deformations

The flap motions at the blade tip for each iteration are shown in figure 6.  The trajectories for the last three iterations are nearly the same 

which indicates the loose coupling process is almost converged.  Although the total shape and vibration magnitude seems agree with 

the measurement, the detailed trajectory agreement is not good and mainly differs at three points, i.e., the lowest value for experiment 

is around 90 degrees, but the computed value is at about 65 degrees; the highest peak for experiments is at about 280 degrees, but the 

computation shows a peak at 230 degrees; and mostly important, around 180 degrees, there is a flap downward in computation but the 

experiment shows a slight rise and smooth transition from lowest value to highest value.  As will be shown later, combined with the 

extra torsional oscillation around this position (figure 8), the CnM2 (figure 10) has a high rise peak at 180 degrees azimuth angle with 

is not observed in the measurement.

The lag motion (figure 7) shape agrees with the experiment very well except there is an offset.  Considering the solver used is Euler, the 

viscous effects are not taken in account, this difference seems quite reasonable.  This will be confirmed by future computations with the 

NS solver.

Figure 6  Flap at Blade Tip History for Iterations
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Figure 7  Lag at Blade Tip History for Iterations

Figure 8  Torsion at Blade Tip History for Iterations

Aerodynamic Loading

As mentioned above, the CnM2 trajectory (figure 9) differs from the experiment at the 180 degree position where there is a high peak in 

the computation but not seen in the experiments.  It is caused by flapping down combined with torsion up around this azimuth angle.  

Lower natural mode frequencies used in this analysis may be the cause.  The sensitivity of current CFD/CSD coupled analysis to the 

natural modes will need to be studied in the future.  Also, the BVI events are not well captured.  Increasing the inner background grid 

resolution to preserve the tip vortices wake is necessary in the future study.  However, the average of the computed CnM2 is nearly the 

same as the experiment.

Figure 9  CnM2 at X=0.87 Compared with Experiment
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3.4 Flowfield
The iso-vorticity surface pattern is shown in figure 10.  The vortex cores inside the rotor plane are hardly seen.  It seems that 

background grid resolution is not enough to preserve the tip vortices.

Figure 10  Iso-vorticity surface plot of the rotor wake

The rotational component of a vortex can be separated from the shear component with the so-called Q-criterion which is defined as

(13)

An iso-Q criterion is shown in figure 11.  The tip vortices are comparably well seen.  The disturbances from the root cut vortices are 

significant which may cause unrealistic oscillations in the aerodynamic loading.

Figure 11  Iso-Q criterion plot of the rotor wake

Figure 10  Iso-vorticity surface plot of the rotor wake 
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Figure 11  Iso-Q criterion plot of the rotor wake 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS

An integrated CFD/CSD loose coupling analytical code has been developed in JAXA.  The coupling approach is simplified and the 

comprehensive code is not required.

Test validation computation was carried out using the HART II baseline database.  The trim adjustment, total thrust and the elastic 

motions converges very fast and stably.

The lagwise deformation of the blade show nearly the same shape of the experiment but has offset.  Viscous drags neglected in current 

computation may be the cause of this offset.

The flapwise and torsionwise deformations of the blade shows nearly same magnitude with experiments but the shape after the trim 

nearly converged still remains quite different from the experiment.

The normal airload CnM2 has nearly the same average value as the experiment but the detailed shape has several differences.  Especially, 

there is a peak around 180 degrees azimuth angle but not observed in the experiment.  It is mainly caused by the elastic flap and torsion 

motion around this azimuth angle while the experimental result is different.  Also, the detailed BVI events are not well captured.  More 

grid points in the inner background grid may be required to preserve the tip vortices wake for good capturing of the BVI phenomena.

Further efforts will be made to improve the accuracies of the predictions.  The viscous effects will be included, while the natural mode 

frequencies and shapes, effect of artificial structural damping, change of the loose coupling interval, etc, will be re-examined.
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